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ECONOMIC DIPLOMACY

The process through which countries
work at home and abroad to maximize
their national gain in all economic fields
including trade, investment and other
economically beneficial exchanges.

DIPLOMACY

....is about developing and maintaining good
relations between states. Economic Diplomacy differs
in that it is about reconciling domestic and
international policy objectives in an increasingly
interdependent world.

COMMERCIAL DIPLOMACY
Commercial Diplomacy refers to the work
of diplomatic missions to support the home
country’s business sector in expanding
market opportunities and in sourcing new
investments. It is a subset of Economic
Diplomacy and is a specialized area of
diplomacy, requiring a different set of
knowledge and skills in the practitioner.

The roles played by Commercial Diplomats or Trade Diplomatists as they
are known in some jurisdictions is crucial to the government economic
goals and overall sustainable development.

The Range of Work in Commercial Diplomacy
Commercial diplomacy assistance provides dedicated support to tackle both challenges and
opportunities in foreign markets. It works to ensure open and effective engagement with foreign
officials on behalf of companies, industries, or broader national economic security interests. Typical
situations for commercial diplomacy include:

Reducing, Removing, and Preventing Foreign
Trade Barriers;
Providing foreign for Foreign Procurement
Opportunities;
Facilitating Export Transactions;
Reducing or Eliminating Threats to market
barriers and Businesses;
Creating or Improving Business Opportunities
and Environment;
Sourcing investment opportunities;
Arrange buyer visits to home country; and
Introduce exporters to key local people,
including regulators and government officials

Investment Promotion

In Investment Promotion the following activities would be expected to be undertaken by a commercial
diplomat:

Organize events to promote the home
country to investors;
Seek out potential investors;
Assist national inward investment agency
prepare target marketing; and
Organize
investors

home

visits

by

potential

In developed countries, commercial diplomats and industry
experts are located in Export Assistance Centre, in every
state or part of the country, to ensure a whole-ofgovernment approach to providing assistance.
This is a major challenge for Fiji, where a lot has been said
but not enough coordination between the respective line
ministries on what is the priorities of government is.
Investment Fiji has undergone changes recently which are
addressing some these issues but they will need more
support from the private sector. Some of the inefficiency is
due to the lack of training the officers who will become
commercial diplomats to acquire core skills and knowledge
to perform in their postings.

PRIVATE SECTOR INFRASTRUCTURE TO
PROMOTE TRADE & INVESTMENTS
It is important to realise that some of the best
platform for the conduct of Commercial Diplomacy
were

developed

by

the

private

sector

to

complement the agencies of government. For
example:
Chamber of Commerce & Industry
In-country Lobby
Dedicated Consular appointments
Bilateral Business Council
Investment Sourcing

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE & INDUSTRY
In Fiji, there is need for more creative work of CCI to be
relevant in meeting the needs of business and commerce.
It needs to reflect the changing composition of ALL the
businesses in the country and be prepared to accept new
mutations such as faith-based CCI or I-Taukei CCI.
There are alternative financial systems available
internationally which are faith based such as the
International Islamic Bank and the term of their services
are much more ‘softer’ that the other banks of the Bretton
Woods.
In NZ, the recognition of the Maori Iwi Trust as a platform
for doing business and investments have been a great
success in harnessing of culture, heritage and communal
bonds
to
promote
togetherness
for
business
developments. These entities are recognised and allowed
to develop parallel with other organizations doing similar
work.
For Fiji, this may be a new way to improve the participation
of I-Taukei Resource Owners develop and invest in their
resources

In-Country Lobby
Commercial diplomacy involves lobby activities in the
target country. This may be undertaken by trade
diplomatists who are co-located in the diplomatic
mission of a country. They may be part of the Foreign
Service of the country sending them or more often now,
they are private sector experts with products for a
particular market and their local business body posts
them at their cost to the diplomatic missions of the state
in which they have market opportunities.
In Fiji’ case, a good example was the appointment by the
Fiji Sugar Marketing Co Ltd, of a Counsellor level
diplomat to be part of the Fiji Embassy to the European
Union in Belgium and in the Fiji High Commission in UK.
The expertise and marketing knowledge of Fiji Sugar to
the EU market by these diplomats was a major factor in
the success of Fiji sugar in the European markets. It is
sad to note that when these appointments stopped
when FSML was disbanded, it coincided with the decline
in Fiji sugar market access and special price.

BUSINESS COUNCIL
The business council’s platform is useful in several respects:
Provides a useful forum for discussing political issues of
concern to the countries concerned. Usually when a
business council meets it will invite a government minister,
who may assist in clarifying trade and investment policy
that is concerning them. It could be a trade barrier [both
tariff and non-Tariff barrier] or it may be wider economic
issue such as minimum wage or skill labour shortage in a
particular economic sector
Provides a forum for business contacts and discussions of
with regard to investments and market access for goods
Useful in raising concerns about investments and trade in
each other’s country.

Consular Appointments
Consular
appointments
are
specifically
recognised under the Vienna Convention on
Consular
Relations
1962.
Some
Small
Developing States are creative in appointing
consular officers in the host countries. In
making their appointments they target high
profile business persons, with political
connections.

INVESTMENT SOURCING
In the area of public utilities investments in Fiji, a new
innovative approach is needed to relieve the high
level of loan burdens in State Enterprise such as
Energy Fiji Ltd, Ports Authority, Airports Fiji Ltd etc
which is a major contingent liability to government.
There are opportunities now for wholly funded
projects outside of government that can be accessed.

CORE SKILLS FOR
COMMERCIAL
DIPLOMATS
Commercial Diplomacy remit is wider than
product marketing.

CORE SKILLS FOR COMMERCIAL DIPLOMATS
An important skill for a diplomat in this area is having a
demonstrated high-level knowledge in international trade
laws and processes that is relevant to your country’s
economy. This covers a whole range of international trade
rules from the World Trade Organization [WTO], the regional
trade agreements and your country’s domestic laws and
regulatory framework on trade and investment generally. To
be effective and achieve desired goals, type of business for
development and investments sectors of the economy must
be fully understood by the commercial diplomat.
To be really effective a Commercial Diplomat, I would suggest
understanding economic sector priority products for export
and their detail requirements regarding tariff classification
and associated biosecurity.
In the area of trade in services general understanding of WTO
General Agreement on Trade in Services [GATS] is critical. If
there are regional trade agreements in place, you need to
understand those and how they interplay with GATS. Same
with any bilateral agreements.
Adopting a consultancy approach is now a trend

CORE SKILLS FOR COMMERCIAL
DIPLOMATS
IT skills to be at a demonstrated competent level because they
will be expected to partner with other economic development
partners, such technology husband accelerators
Ability to translate performance indicators and targets in
developing effective strategies
Agility and adaptability to meet the constantly changing
terrain - a Guerrilla Diplomat is needed.

Why Governments invest in Commercial Diplomacy

Why Governments invest in Commercial Diplomacy
For a country like Fiji, exporting is important in stimulating
economic growth. It helps creates jobs and raise living
standards.
As countries grow economically, they tend to import more,
increasing the need for exports to ensure balance trade. At the
macroeconomic level, individual firms gain from exporting. A
firm entering international markets can benefit by:
Increase market sales [turnover], as the company goes
beyond the domestic market. More sales lead to faster
company growth and expansion and can also raise profits
Gaining new knowledge and experience. The exposure to
international competition in foreign market helps drives
innovations and efficiency
Reduce the risk of depending only on domestic market.
Diversifying markets helps mitigate seasonal demands and
can protect the company when domestic demand falls

DO ACCOUNTANTS/ECONOMISTS MAKE GOOD TRADE & INVESTMENT
DIPLOMATS ?
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